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Background (Drought)

The drought history of the High Plains (Missouri Basin) shows a rich spectrum of
intensity and duration of droughts. The ‘Dust Bowl’ era (1930s) features most
prominently, while the 50s (into 60s) drought might have lasted even longer, and the
late 80s/early 90s drought was about as intense as the early 2000s drought.

Background (ENSO#1)

The 1930’s drought can be characterized not so much by the presence of La Niña rather than
the absence of El Niño; the 50s drought appears to be anchored by the long-lived mid-50s La
Niña; the late 80s drought may be linked to the sharp La Niña of 1988-89 and the following
longwinded transition into El Niño; and the drought a decade ago again matches a big longlived La Niña. On the other hand, several big La Niña events did not entail severe drought:
the 1970s Las Niñas went almost unnoticed in the High Plains.

Background (ENSO#2)

Starting with the first typical season of an ENSO event, boreal summers tend to be wet with El
Niño (left) and dry with La Niña (right), a fairly linear signal that is perhaps driven more by
the dry La Niña signal (right), since the risk amplification is stronger. The middle panel shows
the linear correlation between the MEI and moisture in last half century, while the risk
analyses look at 1896-1995 with the help of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). Note the
focus on the eastern slopes of the Front Range from CO to MT.
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/climaterisks/

Background (ENSO#3)

Boreal falls also tend to be wet in the northern High Plains with El Niño (left) and dry in the
central High Plains with La Niña (right). This one does not appear quite as linear as the
summer season.

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/climaterisks/

Background (ENSO#4)

Boreal winters typically show that El Niño (left) tends to be wet in the southern high plains and
dry to the north (especially northwest), while La Niña (right) is roughly inverse, with South
Dakota being the only state favored in either extreme. The more detailed PRISM-based
correlation map (middle) shows a detail missing from Climate Divisions: higher elevations are
favored with La Niña all the way down to the Central Rockies (climate divisions do not use
SNOTEL information).
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/climaterisks/

Background (ENSO#5)

Boreal springs show a lingering split between northern and southern High Plains, but not as
pronounced as during the winter. The more detailed PRISM-based correlation map (middle)
confirms that La Niña favors the northernmost states, while this region would do better with
an El Niño condition.

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/climaterisks/

Background (ENSO#6)

Over the High Plains, the wet footprint of El Niño events has remained true to itself in the last
decade (June-May matches the typical El Niño event duration best).

Last seven years have seen two ‘double-dip’
Las Niñas in a row, followed by a brief
excursion to what looked like an El Niño event
in 2012, a return to ENSO-neutral conditions
as of last fall, and a recent dip towards La
Niña that appears to have been short-lived as
well.
To see two neutral ENSO-winters in a row is
fairly uncommon, but not unprecedented –
analogous pairs occurred in 52-54, 59-61,
80-82,
and
89-91.
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei

European ‘forecast plume’ of Niño 3.4 from last
month (top left) predicts more or less neutral ENSO
conditions for the next six months, drifting towards
El Niño by late spring. Last spring’s forecast (top
right) failed to anticipate the return of mostly
negative SST anomalies through the summer – even
by September it was too bullish about El Niño
(bottom right).
http://www.ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/d/charts/seas
onal/forecast/seasonal_range_forecast/

IRI plume of 15 dynamical
and 8 statistical model
forecasts shows a similar
trend from ENSO-neutral to
slightly in favor of El Niño by
next summer, more so for the
dynamical than the statistical
ones (we have seen that
before – it did not work out in
2013, but is almost overdue in
2014). In fact, if we get an
event in 2014, it would end
the 3rd longest ‘dry spell’
since 1950.

http://iri.columbia.edu/climate/ENSO/currentinfo/SST_table.html

Seven neutral analog cases (based on previous 12 months)

Talk about a mismatch: Oct-Dec in 2013 (left) was more less the
opposite of expectations (top left), based on the seven closest
analog years. FWIW, the Jan-Mar composite (top right) for the
same 7 cases is more or less vanilla-flavored, with a hint at a
west-east dipole of dry (WY) and wet (IA) conditions.

Seven neutral analog cases (based on previous 12 months)

As we get further into the new year, spring (left) remains dry looking in WY, but it is getting
wetter in the central plains. The situation improves further as we get into summer (right).
Perhaps the fact that four of the seven cases morphed into El Niño helped (1953 briefly, ‘82,
’86, and ‘97).

What is the ‘official’ word from the Climate Prediction Center?
Temperature forecasts are
based on blend of tools,
mostly the NMME which in
turn ‘feel’ the negative PDO
and positive AMO in its
initial conditions. Neutral
ENSO is anticipated to
continue and is not adding
color to the maps.

High plains are stuck between
cold conditions to the north,
and warmth to the south,
consistent with model
forecasts and long-term
trends...

What is the ‘official’ word from the Climate Prediction Center?
Precipitation forecasts are
based on blend of tools,
mostly the NMME which in
turn ‘feel’ the negative PDO
and positive AMO in its
initial conditions. Neutral
ENSO is anticipated to
continue and is not adding
color to the maps.

High plains are left mostly
‘EC’, with a nod towards
continued drought
conditions over southern
CO and perhaps SW KS...

Neutral ENSO vs. NAO+ (left), or NAO- (right)

During positive NAO and neutral ENSO
conditions (left), the fall season tends to be
wetter than normal in the southwestern U.S.,
and mixed to the north (2013 should have
fallen into that category, but apparently was
not told...)

Neutral ENSO vs. NAO+ (left), or NAO- (right)

During positive NAO and neutral ENSO conditions (left), the winter season tends to be drier
than normal in the high plains (but wetter than normal in TX – as in 2011-12), again with a
small sample; the negative NAO case appears more favorable, especially towards the
Midwest.

Neutral ENSO vs. NAO+ (left), or NAO- (right)

During positive NAO and neutral ENSO conditions (left), the spring season tends to be drier
than normal in the WESTERN high plains, again based on a small sample, while the
negative NAO case (right) has shown a clear tendency towards wetness in the central high
plains, as opposed to further south. Note that of the cases listed on the right, only 1951 ended
up as an El Niño during the summer, so this is not a hidden El Niño signal.

Neutral ENSO vs. NAO+ (left), or NAO- (right)

During positive NAO and neutral ENSO conditions (left), the summer season tends to be
drier than normal in most of the high plains, except for CO (yes, 2013 would have been on
that side of the ledger), while the negative NAO case is not exactly the opposite, strange.

PDO and AMO

PDO and AMO describe main behavior of North Pacific (left) and North Atlantic (right) SST
variations, mostly outside the tropics.

PDO and AMO

McCabe et al. (PNAS, 2004) main point was that a positive AMO (right side of left figure)
leads to drought conditions over most of the U.S., shifted to the north during the positive PDO
(a la 1930s) and shifted to the south during negative PDO (a la 1950s). Of course, this is based
on a small sample. A few years later, Schubert et al (2009) corroborated this with a
comprehensive modeling study (next slide).

Linkage of PDO with AMO was confirmed in models

Schubert et al.
(J. Climate,
2009)
In five different
GCMs, a cold
Pacific combines
with a warm North
Atlantic to produce
most pervasive
drought conditions
in continental U.S.

What happened in WY’13?

Note that the 10 years picked here were based on the lowest decile of a century of a PDO minus
AMO index, since 2012 was the lowest index value on record for June-September ‘12. If this
approach had any chance of working, 2012-13 was the one to test it…
2012-13 ended up mostly dry, particularly in the southern high plains. This was reasonably
well anticipated by my PDO-AMO composites (seasonal breakdown to follow).

What might happen in WY’14 – the PDO-AMO angle?

This year (left) versus
last year’s composite
(bottom) – same basic
idea, but not as
lopsided as last year

What might happen in WY’14– the PDO-AMO angle?

Not as pronounced a ‘forecast’ as last year for this part of the U.S. in the wake of a less
extreme PDO-AMO summer (ranked 17th out of over 100, as opposed to 1st last year). BUT,
not too bad for calling out drought conditions in southern high plains. Perhaps that big
blizzard in early October makes this map look worse...

What might happen in WY’14– the PDO-AMO angle?

Both winter (left) and spring (right) show a tendency for dry conditions over the Western High
Plains and closer to normal (spring) or even wet conditions (winter) over the Eastern high
Plains...

Statistical Forecast for January-March 2014

My precipitation forecast for January-March ’14 from September initial conditions was dry
for much of the Southwest (left), neutral over Colorado’s mountains, and dry over the
eastern plains. The updated forecast (right) is more ‘bearish’ (dry) for CO, but has actually
shown less operational skill than the September forecast since 2000, so ‘not all hope is lost’.
We can’t seem to shake “red” forecasts…
To be updated this month!

Statistical Forecast for January-March 2014
My southern plains precipitation
forecast for January-March ’14
from December initial conditions
is wet from NM into
OK/northern TX, dry to the
northwest (matching CO
forecast), and dry over southern
TX.

What can we expect towards the end of next week?

ECMWF (left), GFS (middle), and CMC (right) all agree that a major ridge will dominate the
western U.S. with warm & dry weather a week from this weekend, except for trapped cold air
in the Great Basin, while the High Plains should see mostly dry weather, perhaps a bit more
unsettled and cooler towards the Midwest. This pattern may be transient.

What can we expect for next two weeks?

Reforecast shows little moisture for the upcoming week (left), but the first break-through of
Pacific Westerlies into CA this winter, leading to moderately wet weather even in the
central&southern High Plains in Week 2 (right). So, there is hope, even though this
particular Week 2 scenario is the first in a very long time.
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Next two weeks appear to swing from mostly dry towards wet late in
Week 2 with the latest forecast cycle (no warranty on that).

Current classification of positive AMO with negative PDO stacks the
odds slightly against this region, especially in the Western High Plains.
ENSO-neutral may give way to an El Niño in 2014, which would favor
moisture during the growing season.
If the NAO stays positive this winter and into spring, the High Plains
would lean towards dryer conditions, especially in the West.
The official outlook from CPC is climatological for the High Plains. It
will be updated in less than two weeks.
Cross your fingers: El Niño has been ‘AWOL’ for four years, it would
enhance the odds for moisture, and is long overdue. Even during the
quirky last decade when southern CA had to endure its driest El Niño on
record (2006-07), it has been much more reliable in this region.

